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Stochastic Modeling of Material Properties and Quality Control Dec 08 2021
Web Engineering Aug 04 2021 This book gives a unique account of the emerging field of Web
engineering by presenting 25 thoroughly reviewed papers drawn from two recent workshops on
the topic together with introductory and motivating surveys and a list of Web engineering
resources in chapters on - Web engineering: introduction and perspectives - Web-based system
development: process and methodology - Managing information on the Web - Development
tools, skills, and case studies - Performance, testing, and Web metrices - Web maintenance and
reuseThe book will appeal equally to researchers, students, professionals and practitioners in
industry interested in developing, maintaining, and using advanced Web-based systems and
applications.
The Logic Model Guidebook Sep 04 2021 The Logic Model Guidebook offers clear, step-by-step
support for creating logic models and the modeling process in a range of contexts. Lisa Wyatt
Knowlton and Cynthia C. Phillips describe the structures, processes, and language of logic
models as a robust tool to improve the design, development, and implementation of program and
organization change efforts. The text is enhanced by numerous visual learning guides (sample
models, checklists, exercises, worksheets) and many new case examples. The authors provide
students, practitioners, and beginning researchers with practical support to develop and improve
models that reflect knowledge, practice, and beliefs. The Guidebook offers a range of new
applied examples. The text includes logic models for evaluation, discusses archetypes, and
explores display and meaning. In an important contribution to programs and organizations, it
emphasizes quality by raising issues like plausibility, feasibility, and strategic choices in model
creation.
Evaluations of Process Modeling Grammars Feb 19 2023 Jan Recker investigates the notion
of quality of business process modeling grammars. His evaluation is based on ontological
analysis, qualitative analysis, and quantitative analysis, which are applied to BPMN, a widely
used business process modeling grammar. His results first show ontological shortcomings in
BPMN, second how these manifest in actual process modeling practice, and third how they
eventually influence the usage behavior of modeling practitioners. Seen more general, his book is
a landmark for an empirical technology assessment that analyzes how design flaws in technology
influence usage behavior.
Non-Functional Properties in Service Oriented Architecture: Requirements, Models and
Methods Nov 30 2023 "This book offers a selection of chapters that cover three important
aspects related to the use of non-functional properties in SOA: requirements specification with
respect to non-functional properties, modeling non-functional properties and implementation of
non-functional properties"--Provided by publisher.
Surface Water-Quality Modeling Feb 02 2024 National and international interest in finding
rational and economical approaches to water-quality management is at an all-time high.
Insightful application of mathematical models, attention to their underlying assumptions, and



practical sampling and statistical tools are essential to maximize a successful approach to water-
quality modeling. Chapra has organized this user-friendly text in a lecture format to engage
students who want to assimilate information in manageable units. Comical examples and literary
quotes interspersed throughout the text motivate readers to view the material in the proper
context. Coverage includes the necessary issues of surface water modeling, such as reaction
kinetics, mixed versus nonmixed systems, and a variety of possible contaminants and indicators;
environments commonly encountered in water-quality modeling; model calibration, verification,
and sensitivity analysis; and major water-quality-modeling problems. Most formulations and
techniques are accompanied by an explanation of their origin and/or theoretical basis. Although
the book points toward numerical, computer-oriented applications, strong use is made of
analytical solutions. In addition, the text includes extensive worked examples that relate theory to
applications and illustrate the mechanics and subtleties of the computations.
Water Quality Jun 06 2024 Water Quality provides a comprehensive introduction to water
quality management. The book progresses in a logical fashion from the characterization of water
quality to the significance of the various contaminants, to the methods used to describe changes
in the environment, to waste and wastewater treatment. Creative solutions to water quality
management problems based on scientific principles, fundamental relationships, and phenomena
are stressed throughout the text.
Automated Improvement of Software Architecture Models for Performance and Other Quality
Attributes May 01 2021 Quality attributes, such as performance or reliability, are crucial for the
success of a software system and largely influenced by the software architecture. Their
quantitative prediction supports systematic, goal-oriented software design and forms a base of an
engineering approach to software design. This thesis proposes a method and tool to automatically
improve component-based software architecture (CBA) models based on such quantitative
quality prediction techniques.
Models in Software Engineering Oct 18 2022 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-
workshop proceedings of 10 internationl workshops and 2 symposia held as satellite events of the
10th International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems, MoDELS
2007, in Nashville, TN, USA, in September/October 2007 (see LNCS 4735). The 29 revised full
papers were carefully selected for inclusion in the book and are presented along with a doctoral
and an educators' symposium section. The papers are organized in topical sections representing
the various workshops: aspect-oriented modeling (AOM 2007), language engineering
(ATEM2007), model driven development of advanced user interfaces (MDDAUI 2007), model
size metrics (MSM 2007), model-based design of trustworthy health information systems
(MOTHIS 2007), model-driven engineering, verification and validation (MoDeVVa 2007),
modelling systems with OCL (Ocl4All 2007), Models@run.time, multi-paradigm modeling:
concepts and tools (MPM 2007), quality in modeling, doctoral symposium, and educators'
symposium.
Hydrodynamics and Transport for Water Quality Modeling Mar 03 2024 Hydrodynamics
and Transport for Water Quality Modeling presents a complete overview of current methods
used to describe or predict transport in aquatic systems, with special emphasis on water quality
modeling. The book features detailed descriptions of each method, supported by sample
applications and case studies drawn from the authors' years of experience in the field. Each
chapter examines a variety of modeling approaches, from simple to complex. This unique
text/reference offers a wealth of information previously unavailable from a single source. The
book begins with an overview of basic principles, and an introduction to the measurement and
analysis of flow. The following section focuses on rivers and streams, including model
complexity and data requirements, methods for estimating mixing, hydrologic routing methods,



and unsteady flow modeling. The third section considers lakes and reservoirs, and discusses
stratification and temperature modeling, mixing methods, reservoir routing and water balances,
and dynamic modeling using one-, two-, and three-dimensional models. The book concludes
with a section on estuaries, containing topics such as origins and classification, tides, mixing
methods, tidally averaged estuary models, and dynamic modeling. Over 250 figures support the
text. This is a valuable guide for students and practicing modelers who do not have extensive
backgrounds in fluid dynamics.
System Analysis and Modeling: About Models Aug 16 2022 This book constitutes the throughly
refereed post-proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Systems Analysis and Modeling,
SAM 2010, held in collocation with MODELS 2010 in Oslo, Norway in October 2010. The 15
revised full papers presented went through two rounds of reviewing and improvement. The
papers are organized in topical sections on modularity, composition, choreography, application
of SDL and UML; SDL language profiles; code generation and model transformations;
verification and analysis; and user requirements notification.
Intelligent Systems Design and Applications Jan 09 2022 This book highlights recent research
on intelligent systems and nature-inspired computing. It presents 223 selected papers from the
22nd International Conference on Intelligent Systems Design and Applications (ISDA 2022),
which was held online. The ISDA is a premier conference in the field of computational
intelligence, and the latest installment brought together researchers, engineers, and practitioners
whose work involves intelligent systems and their applications in industry. Including
contributions by authors from 65 countries, the book offers a valuable reference guide for all
researchers, students, and practitioners in the fields of computer science and engineering.
Model-Driven Domain Analysis and Software Development: Architectures and Functions
Apr 11 2022 "This book displays how to effectively map and respond to the real-world
challenges and purposes which software must solve, covering domains such as mechatronic,
embedded and high risk systems, where failure could cost human lives"--Provided by publisher.
Intelligent Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications Mar 11 2022 Ongoing
advancements in modern technology have led to significant developments in intelligent systems.
With the numerous applications available, it becomes imperative to conduct research and make
further progress in this field. Intelligent Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications contains a compendium of the latest academic material on the latest breakthroughs
and recent progress in intelligent systems. Including innovative studies on information retrieval,
artificial intelligence, and software engineering, this multi-volume book is an ideal source for
researchers, professionals, academics, upper-level students, and practitioners interested in
emerging perspectives in the field of intelligent systems.
Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2018 Jun 25 2023 The five volume set
LNCS 10960 until 10964 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th International
Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2018, held in Melbourne,
Australia, in July 2018. Apart from the general tracks, ICCSA 2018 also includes 34
international workshops in various areas of computational sciences, ranging from computational
science technologies, to specific areas of computational sciences, such as computer graphics and
virtual reality. The total of 265 full papers and 10 short papers presented in the 5-volume
proceedings set of ICCSA 2018, were carefully reviewed and selected from 892 submissions.
The paper Nitrogen Gas on Graphene: Pairwise Interaction Potentials is available open access
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.
Transactions on Foundations for Mastering Change I Feb 27 2021 The LNCS Transactions on
Foundations for Mastering Change, FoMaC, aims to establish a forum for formal-methods-based
research, dealing with the nature of today’s agile system development, which is characterized by



unclear premises, unforeseen change, and the need for fast reaction, in a context of hard-to-
control frame conditions, such as third-party components, network problems, and attacks.
Submissions are evaluated according to these goals. This book, the first volume in the series,
contains contributions by the members of the editorial board. These contributions indicate the
envisioned style and range of papers of topics covered by the transactions series. They cross-cut
various traditional research directions and are characterized by a clear focus on change.
Multiple Regression Modeling Approach for Regional Water Quality Management Jan 21
2023
Water Quality Modeling May 05 2024 Annotation This book provides a broad based
understanding of the water quality prediction process and evaluates the merits and cost
effectiveness in using water quality models under field conditions.
Model-Based Testing Essentials - Guide to the ISTQB Certified Model-Based Tester Jun 01 2021
Provides a practical and comprehensive introduction to the key aspects of model-based testing as
taught in the ISTQB® Model-Based Tester—Foundation Level Certification Syllabus This book
covers the essentials of Model-Based Testing (MBT) needed to pass the ISTQB® Foundation
Level Model-Based Tester Certification. The text begins with an introduction to MBT, covering
both the benefits and the limitations of MBT. The authors review the various approaches to
model-based testing, explaining the fundamental processes in MBT, the different modeling
languages used, common good modeling practices, and the typical mistakes and pitfalls. The
book explains the specifics of MBT test implementation, the dependencies on modeling and test
generation activities, and the steps required to automate the generated test cases. The text
discusses the introduction of MBT in a company, presenting metrics to measure success and
good practices to apply. Provides case studies illustrating different approaches to Model-Based
Testing Includes in-text exercises to encourage readers to practice modeling and test generation
activities Contains appendices with solutions to the in-text exercises, a short quiz to test readers,
along with additional information Model-Based Testing Essentials – Guide to the ISTQB®
Certified Model-Based Tester – Foundation Level is written primarily for participants of the
ISTQB® Certification: software engineers, test engineers, software developers, and anybody else
involved in software quality assurance. This book can also be used for anyone who wants a
deeper understanding of software testing and of the use of models for test generation.
Advanced Reliability Modeling II Jan 01 2024 The 2006 Asian International Workshop on
Advanced Reliability Modeling (AIWARM) is the second symposium in a series of biennial
workshops for the dissemination of state-of-art research and the presentation of practice in
reliability and maintenance engineering in Asia. It brings together researchers and engineers
from not only Asian countries but also all over world to discuss the state of research and practice
in dealing with both reliability issues at the system design phase and maintenance issues at the
system operation phase. The theme of AIWARM 2006 is ?reliability testing and improvement?.
The contributions in this volume cover all the main topics in reliability and maintenance
engineering, providing an in-depth presentation of theory and practice.
Water Quality Apr 04 2024
Water Resource Systems Planning and Management Aug 28 2023 This book is open access
under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license. This revised, updated textbook presents a systems approach to
the planning, management, and operation of water resources infrastructure in the environment.
Previously published in 2005 by UNESCO and Deltares (Delft Hydraulics at the time), this new
edition, written again with contributions from Jery R. Stedinger, Jozef P. M. Dijkman, and
Monique T. Villars, is aimed equally at students and professionals. It introduces readers to the
concept of viewing issues involving water resources as a system of multiple interacting
components and scales. It offers guidelines for initiating and carrying out water resource system



planning and management projects. It introduces alternative optimization, simulation, and
statistical methods useful for project identification, design, siting, operation and evaluation and
for studying post-planning issues. The authors cover both basin-wide and urban water issues and
present ways of identifying and evaluating alternatives for addressing multiple-purpose and
multi-objective water quantity and quality management challenges. Reinforced with cases
studies, exercises, and media supplements throughout, the text is ideal for upper-level
undergraduate and graduate courses in water resource planning and management as well as for
practicing planners and engineers in the field.
Recent Advances in Intelligent Manufacturing May 13 2022 The three-volume set CCIS 923,
CCIS 924, and CCIS 925 constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the First
International Conference on Intelligent Manufacturing and Internet of Things, and of the 5th
International Conference on Intelligent Computing for Sustainable Energy and Environment,
ICSEE 2018, held in Chongqing, China, in September 2018.The 135 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from over 385 submissions.The papers of this
volume are organized in topical sections on: digital manufacturing; industrial product design;
logistics, production and operation management; manufacturing material; manufacturing
optimization; manufacturing process; mechanical transmission system; robotics.
Emerging Technologies for the Evolution and Maintenance of Software Models Dec 20 2022
Model-driven software development drastically alters the software development process, which
is characterized by a high degree of innovation and productivity. Emerging Technologies for the
Evolution and Maintenance of Software Models contains original academic work about current
research and research projects related to all aspects affecting the maintenance, evolution, and
reengineering (MER), as well as long-term management, of software models. The mission of this
book is to present a comprehensive and central overview of new and emerging trends in software
model research and to provide concrete results from ongoing developments in the field.
Business Process Management Workshops Mar 30 2021 LNBIP 99 and LNBIP 100 together
constitute the thoroughly refereed proceedings of 12 international workshops held in Clermont-
Ferrand, France, in conjunction with the 9th International Conference on Business Process
Management, BPM 2011, in August 2011. The 12 workshops focused on Business Process
Design (BPD 2011), Business Process Intelligence (BPI 2011), Business Process Management
and Social Software (BPMS2 2011), Cross-Enterprise Collaboration (CEC 2011), Empirical
Research in Business Process Management (ER-BPM 2011), Event-Driven Business Process
Management (edBPM 2011), Process Model Collections (PMC 2011), Process-Aware Logistics
Systems (PALS 2011), Process-Oriented Systems in Healthcare (ProHealth 2011), Reuse in
Business Process Management (rBPM 2011), Traceability and Compliance of Semi-Structured
Processes (TC4SP 2011), and Workflow Security Audit and Certification (WfSAC 2011). In
addition, the proceedings also include the Process Mining Manifesto (as an Open Access Paper),
which has been jointly developed by more than 70 scientists, consultants, software vendors, and
end-users. LNBIP 99 contains the revised and extended papers from BPD 2011, BPI 2011
(including the Process Mining Manifesto), BPMS2 2011, CEC 2011, ER-BPM 2011, and
edBPM 2011.
Data Quality Requirements Analysis and Modeling (Classic Reprint) Feb 07 2022 Excerpt from
Data Quality Requirements Analysis and Modeling Data Quality Requirements Analysis and
Modeling was written by Richard Y. Wang and M. P. Reddy in 1992. This is a 46 page book,
containing 11802 words and 11 pictures. Search Inside is enabled for this title. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more
at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the



original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition.
We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Systems and Software Variability Management Nov 06 2021 The success of product line
engineering techniques in the last 15 years has popularized the use of software variability as a
key modeling approach for describing the commonality and variability of systems at all stages of
the software lifecycle. Software product lines enable a family of products to share a common
core platform, while allowing for product specific functionality being built on top of the
platform. Many companies have exploited the concept of software product lines to increase the
resources that focus on highly differentiating functionality and thus improve their
competitiveness with higher quality and reusable products and decreasing the time-to-market
condition. Many books on product line engineering either introduce specific product line
techniques or include brief summaries of industrial cases. From these sources, it is difficult to
gain a comprehensive understanding of the various dimensions and aspects of software
variability. Here the editors address this gap by providing a comprehensive reference on the
notion of variability modeling in the context of software product line engineering, presenting an
overview of the techniques proposed for variability modeling and giving a detailed perspective
on software variability management. Their book is organized in four main parts, which guide the
reader through the various aspects and dimensions of software variability. Part 1 which is mostly
written by the editors themselves introduces the major topics related to software variability
modeling, thus providing a multi-faceted view of both technological and management issues.
Next, part 2 of the book comprises four separate chapters dedicated to research and commercial
tools. Part 3 then continues with the most practical viewpoint of the book presenting three
different industry cases on how variability is managed in real industry projects. Finally, part 4
concludes the book and encompasses six different chapters on emerging research topics in
software variability like e.g. service-oriented or dynamic software product lines, or variability
and aspect orientation. Each chapter briefly summarizes “What you will learn in this chapter”, so
both expert and novice readers can easily locate the topics dealt with. Overall, the book captures
the current state of the art and best practices, and indicates important open research challenges as
well as possible pitfalls. Thus it serves as a reference for researchers and practitioners in software
variability management, allowing them to develop the next set of solutions, techniques and
methods in this complicated and yet fascinating field of software engineering.
Developing High Quality Data Models Jan 26 2021 Developing High Quality Data Models
provides an introduction to the key principles of data modeling. It explains the purpose of data
models in both developing an Enterprise Architecture and in supporting Information Quality;
common problems in data model development; and how to develop high quality data models, in
particular conceptual, integration, and enterprise data models. The book is organized into four
parts. Part 1 provides an overview of data models and data modeling including the basics of data
model notation; types and uses of data models; and the place of data models in enterprise
architecture. Part 2 introduces some general principles for data models, including principles for
developing ontologically based data models; and applications of the principles for attributes,
relationship types, and entity types. Part 3 presents an ontological framework for developing
consistent data models. Part 4 provides the full data model that has been in development
throughout the book. The model was created using Jotne EPM Technologys EDMVisualExpress
data modeling tool. This book was designed for all types of modelers: from those who
understand data modeling basics but are just starting to learn about data modeling in practice,
through to experienced data modelers seeking to expand their knowledge and skills and solve



some of the more challenging problems of data modeling. Uses a number of common data model
patterns to explain how to develop data models over a wide scope in a way that is consistent and
of high quality Offers generic data model templates that are reusable in many applications and
are fundamental for developing more specific templates Develops ideas for creating consistent
approaches to high quality data models
Conceptual Modeling - ER 2000 Nov 18 2022 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 19th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling, ER 2000, held in Salt Lake City,
Utah, USA in October 2000. The 37 revised full papers presented together with three invited
papers and eight industrial abstracts were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 140
submitted papers. The book offers topical sections on database integration, temporal and active
database modeling, database and data warehouse design techniques, analysis patterns and
ontologies, Web-based information systems, business process modeling, conceptual modeling
and XML, engineering and multimedia application modeling, object-oriented modeling, applying
object-oriented technology, quality in conceptual modeling, and application design using UML.
Modeling Forest Trees and Stands Mar 23 2023 Drawing upon a wealth of past research and
results, this book provides a comprehensive summary of state-of-the-art methods for empirical
modeling of forest trees and stands. It opens by describing methods for quantifying individual
trees, progresses to a thorough coverage of whole-stand, size-class and individual-tree
approaches for modeling forest stand dynamics, growth and yield, moves on to methods for
incorporating response to silvicultural treatments and wood quality characteristics in forest
growth and yield models, and concludes with a discussion on evaluating and implementing
growth and yield models. Ideal for use in graduate-level forestry courses, this book also provides
ready access to a plethora of reference material for researchers working in growth and yield
modeling.
Feature Engineering and Selection Oct 06 2021 The process of developing predictive models
includes many stages. Most resources focus on the modeling algorithms but neglect other critical
aspects of the modeling process. This book describes techniques for finding the best
representations of predictors for modeling and for nding the best subset of predictors for
improving model performance. A variety of example data sets are used to illustrate the
techniques along with R programs for reproducing the results.
Systems Analysis and Water Quality Management May 25 2023
Computer Systems and Software Engineering: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications Jul 03 2021 Professionals in the interdisciplinary field of computer science focus
on the design, operation, and maintenance of computational systems and software.
Methodologies and tools of engineering are utilized alongside computer applications to develop
efficient and precise information databases. Computer Systems and Software Engineering:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive reference source for the
latest scholarly material on trends, techniques, and uses of various technology applications and
examines the benefits and challenges of these computational developments. Highlighting a range
of pertinent topics such as utility computing, computer security, and information systems
applications, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for academicians, researchers, students,
web designers, software developers, and practitioners interested in computer systems and
software engineering.
Root Zone Water Quality Model Sep 28 2023 This publication comes with computer software
and presents a comprehensive simulation model designed to predict the hydrologic response,
including potential for surface and groundwater contamination, of alternative crop-management
systems. It simulates crop development and the movement of water, nutrients and pesticides over
and through the root zone for a representative unit area of an agricultural field over multiple



years. The model allows simulation of a wide spectrum of management practices and scenarios
with special features such as the rapid transport of surface-applied chemicals through macropores
to deeper depths and the preferential transport of chemicals within the soil matrix via mobile-
immobile zones. The transfer of surface-applied chemicals (pesticides in particular) to runoff
water is also an important component.
Metrics for Software Conceptual Models Jul 15 2022 The idea that “measuring quality is the key
to developing high-quality software systems” is gaining relevance. Moreover, it is widely
recognised that the key to obtaining better software systems is to measure the quality
characteristics of early artefacts, produced at the conceptual modelling phase. Therefore,
improving the quality of conceptual models is a major step towards the improvement of software
system development. Since the 1970s, software engineers had been proposing high quantities of
metrics for software products, processes and resources but had not been paying any special
attention to conceptual modelling. By the mid-1990s, however, the need for metrics for
conceptual modelling had emerged. This book provides an overview of the most relevant existing
proposals of metrics for conceptual models, covering conceptual models for both products and
processes. Contents:Towards a Framework for Conceptual Modelling Quality (M Piattini et al.)A
Proposal of a Measure of Completeness for Conceptual Models (O Dieste et al.)Metrics for Use
Cases: A Survey of Current Proposals (B Bernárdez et al.)Defining and Validating Metrics for
UML Class Diagrams (M Genero et al.)Measuring OCL Expressions: An Approach Based on
Cognitive Techniques (L Reynoso et al.)Metrics for Datawarehouses Conceptual Models (M
Serrano et al.)Metrics for UML Statechart Diagrams (J A Cruz-Lemus et al.)Metrics for Software
Process Models (F García et al.) Readership: Senior undergraduates and graduate students in
software engineering; PhD students, researchers, analysts, designers, software engineers and
those responsible for quality and auditing. Key Features:Presents the most relevant existing
proposals of metrics for conceptual models, covering conceptual models for both products and
processesProvides the most current bibliography on this subjectThe only book to focus on the
quality aspects of conceptual modelsKeywords:Conceptual
Model;Quality;Metrics;UML;OCL;Empirical Research
Software Measurement Jun 13 2022 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of two joint
events: the 25th International Workshop on Software Measurement (IWSM) and the 10th
International Conference on Software Process and Product Measurement (Mensura), referred to
as IWSM?Mensura 2015 and held in Kraków, Poland, in October 2015. Software measurement is
a key methodology in estimating, managing, and controlling software development and
management projects. The 13 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 32 submissions. They present various theoretical and empirical results related to
software measurement and its application in industrial projects.
Hydrodynamics and Water Quality Jul 27 2023 The primary reference for the modeling of
hydrodynamics and water quality in rivers, lake, estuaries, coastal waters, and wetlands This
comprehensive text perfectly illustrates the principles, basic processes, mathematical
descriptions, case studies, and practical applications associated with surface waters. It focuses on
solving practical problems in rivers, lakes, estuaries, coastal waters, and wetlands. Most of the
theories and technical approaches presented within have been implemented in mathematical
models and applied to solve practical problems. Throughout the book, case studies are presented
to demonstrate how the basic theories and technical approaches are implemented into models,
and how these models are applied to solve practical environmental/water resources problems.
This new edition of Hydrodynamics and Water Quality: Modeling Rivers, Lakes, and Estuaries
has been updated with more than 40% new information. It features several new chapters,
including one devoted to shallow water processes in wetlands as well as another focused on



extreme value theory and environmental risk analysis. It is also supplemented with a new website
that provides files needed for sample applications, such as source codes, executable codes, input
files, output files, model manuals, reports, technical notes, and utility programs. This new edition
of the book: Includes more than 120 new/updated figures and 450 references Covers state-of-the-
art hydrodynamics, sediment transport, toxics fate and transport, and water quality in surface
waters Provides essential and updated information on mathematical models Focuses on how to
solve practical problems in surface waters—presenting basic theories and technical approaches
so that mathematical models can be understood and applied to simulate processes in surface
waters Hailed as “a great addition to any university library” by the Journal of the American
Water Resources Association (July 2009), Hydrodynamics and Water Quality, Second Edition is
an essential reference for practicing engineers, scientists, and water resource managers
worldwide.
Water Engineering Modeling and Mathematic Tools Apr 23 2023 Water Engineering
Modeling and Mathematic Tools provides an informative resource for practitioners who want to
learn more about different techniques and models in water engineering and their practical
applications and case studies. The book provides modelling theories in an easy-to-read format
verified with on-site models for specific regions and scenarios. Users will find this to be a
significant contribution to the development of mathematical tools, experimental techniques, and
data-driven models that support modern-day water engineering applications. Civil engineers,
industrialists, and water management experts should be familiar with advanced techniques that
can be used to improve existing systems in water engineering. This book provides key ideas on
recently developed machine learning methods and AI modelling. It will serve as a common
platform for practitioners who need to become familiar with the latest developments of
computational techniques in water engineering. Includes firsthand experience about artificial
intelligence models, utilizing case studies Describes biological, physical and chemical techniques
for the treatment of surface water, groundwater, sea water and rain/snow Presents the application
of new instruments in water engineering
The Evolution of Conceptual Modeling Sep 16 2022 Conceptual modeling represents a recent
approach to creating knowledge. It has emerged in response to the computer revolution, which
started in the middle of the 20th century. Computers, in the meantime, have become a major
knowledge media. Conceptual modeling provides an answer to the difficulties experienced
throughout the development of computer applications and aims at creating effective, reasonably
priced, and sharable knowledge about using computers in business. Moreover, it has become
evident that conceptual modeling has the potential to exceed the boundaries of business and
computer usage. This state-of-the-art survey originates from the International Seminar on the
Evolution of Conceptual Modeling, held in Dagstuhl Castle, Germany, in April 2008. The major
objective of this seminar was to look into conceptual modeling from a historical perspective with
a view towards the future of conceptual modeling and to achieve a better understanding of
conceptual modeling issues in several different domains of discourse, going beyond individual
(modeling) projects. The book contains 14 chapters. These were carefully selected during two
rounds of reviewing and improvement from 26 presentations at the seminar and are preceded by
a detailed preface providing general insights into the field of conceptual modeling that are not
necessarily discussed in any of the chapters but nevertheless aid in conceptualizing the inner
structure and coherence of the field. The chapters are grouped into the following three thematic
sections: the evolution of conceptual modeling techniques; the extension of conceptual modeling
to a service-oriented, peer-to-peer, or Web context; and new directions for conceptual modeling.
Model-Based Development and Evolution of Information Systems Oct 30 2023 This book
introduces and describes in detail the SEQUAL framework for understanding the quality of



models and modeling languages, including the numerous specializations of the generic
framework, and the various ways in which this can be used for different applications. Topics and
features: contains case studies, chapter summaries, review questions, problems and exercises
throughout the text, in addition to Appendices on terminology and abbreviations; presents a
thorough introduction to the most important concepts in conceptual modeling, including the
underlying philosophical outlook on the quality of models; describes the basic tasks and model
types in information systems development and evolution, and the main methodologies for mixing
different phases of information system development; provides an overview of the general
mechanisms and perspectives used in conceptual modeling; predicts future trends in
technological development, and discusses how the role of modeling can be envisaged in this
landscape.
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